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ESTIMATING MANPOW,ER REQUIREMENTS

Preface

I ' 4This report on estimating manpower requirements was prepar ed, by the
Bureau of Health Ma4overis Manpower Analysis' Branch as one of several
background papers prepared for the-Graduate Medical Education Advisory

- Committee (GMENAC) . The report is intended as a history 'and. summary

forecasting.,'It A the ways in ich-Manpower
of the state-of-the-art in manpower requireentvstimation.and 4

. .

requirements have been estimated in Fecent years and discusses the
variety of concepts, methods, definittionS, and approaches that have
been "or can be used.. It indicates some of the problems and , .

limitations of current methods of estimating..6equirements and" presents
Some existing requirements estimates, fOr medical specialties. Lt also

. describeS some.o/.the needed improvements in data and methodology and
/ offers Some options .for developmeht of more, adequate. requirements

-estimates': - ,
1 .

.
__. . .

Because the GMENAC is dealing, with Ways of adjusting residency
positions to meet the requirements for medical specialties in the
coming.years,.tthe paper emphasizes projections of these requirements
more than it does estimation of currentp,r4uirements. However, 'Ooth
aspects are dealt' with in the report,, reflecting the fact that future '

. requirements must be based on'an understanding'of'and and insight into
,current ones. s.

. '.._
.

he report-was prepared in the Bureau ,of Health Manpois Manpower _
Aftalysis Branch, Howard V. Stambler, Chief. Staff members of NAB who'
contributed to the 'preparation of the report were'Roger43. Cole,
'Marion Altenderfer','Stgart Bernstein, Ruth Crocker, 4ades Morrow,
James'Cultice, and lanciiialdzak.' .
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.1. History' of Heal .h Manpower R-gquirboient Es timat ion

Over the years, ,there have been many "a.t.temp4t.s. ma to estimate
.physidian requiremdrits,, by Federal cemnii.sOions afldltask forces,
gov.ernment agencies, prolessional assViations-, earchers,, and '
.other organizations and i6div.iauals. The effo is ha-yediffered
widely in purpose; comprehensiyep4s, approach,' `c ptability, and,
usefulness. .The mehodolbgy and sophistication inv lved 'have range.
frog use of simple .ratios of all ..physioiaps 'to tiqt-a- U.S.,' popu/atio .'
to elaborate ciethiPliter modelS that -attemirt. to re rod ce the entice e

\ .health care stem or tale wail/ in which phksicia S 61\d pa,tients pt. and, .interact. They .have been based, in ey,pert.-;opini ns or *rofesSional
jgdginent as to ideal or optimunf Of.1.4.iation tat os, 'On, the etonornic ..

demand for services,' on medical 'need -as measur d:by._health status; and
on, combinations of ,the-Se and Oh methods: S me aY`e examined:
current- requirementS, while other. have' looked man, 1\eirs into the . .

. . future. Most studies have dealt lily with tot. I film ers o,f . ,,..

pliysiciaris . Others have made %ms.,ti'mates;of ieq' ireme s for 'phy.sician4.
only in particular, settings s,uch as in public) .health hospitals,. --.
research,, or the Armed Forces,. Although Most 'studies ,have..b6en .

, .

A, cor.crned Solbly with requirements for physicians, a few. have indluded
requireMent .ford other health profession's is Well. lin\ta.ii very ,
recently,' however; few t.udies have attempted! to estim '.requirements#-
for individual physician speciatrtlies; and. even fewer have' ,. ,

t..

systernaticalLy addtessdd requir -ents lor dififerent specialties within
he -same- study. .. . , i .

1.
. . . .

. . :..
- )Dnerof the earliest" pkysitian requirelient-seUdies is . reArt'ed in the, . ,

' classi Lem-Jones monograph of 1.933 (1) , whieh estibiktecifie number of
, physicians requiked to prevent, diagnose, ap;:i.,.treatispecfredise As

al,d, heal.th conditions...This type of app&achi ,pa sed on rofessibn
opinion of the. general .pract,itio.ners...0and....specialists:inee ed.for good

. medical care; arid on.estimates' of the incidence and prey ence of
`conditi ns reqiiiring care, hat never been cOmpletely 'replicated.: The '
,1972, sty y Schonfeld.'et alt. (2). adapted this Method in estimating
'the number of ,internists and sediatricians needed to proy de primaryir;I.,. .,,..,.. (care. A weakness of this'stQy 4.s its failure to conside the primary
care furnished by genera). and `family-praCtiii.oti-ers and' by thee,spetialists. .., . ,

. .
, , ,

. , . , . ., 2
1 ,JA *different apptoach was used in, the 1949 Study by *mountin t jai. (3)'

' . of the -11.S. Public-Healtlia' Service'. "Tha -study uAeci as a mo el the
19-4G physicians /population ratios for general practitioners nd.14

,.specialists in "top areas among the .126 medical serviqe,,area of the
United States to- estimate 1960 requirements/ for.physicianS. .,

J , . 111 ' 1... s

A--4967 report by the Bureau'of Health Manpower. (4) used the- verage
,ratios of 16speCialists to served in'slx prepaid: group
,- . 5.4practices to esfimate the physician requirements, for p'ersonal' health

,: , . ..
. . I . ,,. , 4 (I
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%a t requirement; .care., This together with the reqUirenientS for. i4erns,

and- residv,,,nts, teaching, research, administration, and public;tealth, A.

yielded the widely quoted- shortage ofe,50,000tOtal iphyscian '.. .
. .

, . ,'' Iii one of the most useful 'recent studies', Mason in 1972 (5) - used data`.
from selected* prepaid, group practices to estimate-tile average number

. of persons er physician .for .20. specialties, but did .not- estimate the
1

i

number -,0,f icians needed for provision of services other' than -:`'
, .persokia.t, health, care. Ther usefulness of these estimates:is-
' constrained, however, by the selectivity in*.the population- with.

reentership in prepaid group practices and by .significant differenc s /between the plans in covered services, .etc. In 1973, Paxton. (6)
provided'Iestima-res of -the,nurnher of 22 'specialties needed in 1.9./2 and
1980 on the basis of ',ideal!' population per M.D. 'ratios as estimated
by specialty leaders,

w e .... S
.In addit* to the studies, mentioned above, ,a number, of repoq.s hate

provided estimates of physician requirements from widely dif.ferent
. , ,points of view. 'the medical and social aspects' of physician

t.

requirements are empitasizedby the Magnuson report 11), the Bane .
report (8) ,,the National Advisory Commission on Hea-lth Manpower (1),,
and the Carnegie.Cornassion crn Higher Educatiqn The economic
aspects of physician requirements are emphasized by Feldstein .(11) ,

. Fein 12) , Ginzberg (13) , i.and the U.S-. ,Department of Labor Ni)...

During the i970's, the f4tis of physician requirements studies S,hifted
ttophysician- specialties, and a nUmbe-r,---af such studies were
undertaken, usually by or for specialty associations, and.frequen'ilY
with. Federal -gburnment support.' Although Many pf these .s.tUdies were.

m,\more sophi-st.i4cated than the caroler ones, they varied O stu'dies in
. tfr

which definitions and methcid-ology- were rigorously established, to
thOse that 'simply documented or Summarized 'the opinions of a selected
group of experts. -Nevertheless, most expressed' the same theme as .

earlier- studies-- that an expansion in physician numbers was needed.
' /' ,. . .

Probably the most' detailed and comprehensive study of °an individual,
.

.

. . , specialty so far deVel.oped-has. been, SOSSUS--the' Study on Surgical
Serviges for- -the, URited,Sia tes (15) . .Data were obtained from two.\ major studies, the 'first a:questionnaire and. a loy-diary study of a

. one-ineight' random .sample of all physicians in they United States' .who
fyt 4 perfor.medop-erations. In the second study, data were obtained on_all

in-hospital operation n,s done by all physicians -i. four- selected U.S.
\ regiops.. Based on ,findings from these two studies, andothers as
efll, the,SOSSUS Manpower Sub-committe.e recommended--effectOg a ,

red.tictiori in the number of physicians do-irig,oi5eratioris,btmeducirig trhe
number of surgical residents. --- , . ' .

. .
-.-

The questi naire, and log-diary apprOach was also uSed to develop a
profile of he cardiblogist (16), whereas surveys to-determine .,..

__a



practice characteristics of .thoracic\surgeons ,(17) and orthopedists
(18) used questionnaires : ---- "..he latter survey also used observers to

--record how physicians allocated their professional time and defined a
. serious _shortage of, grthopedisIs. The_ validity of the definition is

open to serious question, however, Since even physicians in the same
specialty differ significantly in theiir responses ,to patient problems.
By combining the number of funded institutional vacah'Ciee 'for
physicians -in 'pulmonary disease patient care, teaching,, and research
with the "ideal" numbers needed for 100,000.populatrion, the .Manpower*
SurVey Committee of the American Zhoracic,,SOciety and the -American
College of'Chest Physicians estimated increases needed in the 'number
of pulmonary ,disease physicians (1.9) . A similar approaCh was used to
estiplate needs,"for pathologists (20) .

Findings from a survey of :10 prepaid group health plans were adjusted
to compensa'te';f4 the prepaid. group ,frame York and used- to develop an
estimate of dermatologists p.ef100,000 population and' of the number of
additional dermatologists.ft eded '(21t),

Usirig available data,a-n-d. ev bating the factors 4lieved to affect the
demand/for ser.vices, the A erican Ccuncil on Radiology's Task Force on
Manpower and Facilities de eloped specialty and s b-specialty .estimates of manpower needs to 1980 (22),., The Ta k Force also
examined the geographic imbalance butt.idenPfied no significant

national. shortage or surplus.
..Data on office visits teported.in a survey of Tfacticing

otolaryngologists 'and in surveys conducted by the National Center for
Health Statistics. (NCHS) were combined with detailed estimates of pec,
capita utilization to develop manpower projections for
-otolaryfigolbgists to 1985 (23). The approach taken alio incorporated
estimates of poiulation.gxowth, utilization .patterns, and other ,

factors.. An 'unusually complete -and' detailed description of how the
estimates of supply and iequirements We're developed is ,presented in '
the ort.
In genNal, the data contained in the. recent reports on individual
specialties described above are accurate and comprehensive. Such-
deficiencies asmay exist in the development of requirements estimates
from the data arise primarily from the failure to -recognize or tp.
acknowledge the overlap between specialists (and non-specialists) in

'broad areas of patient care, and to provide an empirical basisifor
' selection of the "ideal".reqUirements derived. -

4
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II. Dimensions 'of Requirement s Estimation

/

The processes'of health manpower require nts estimation are "generally
defined by the potential objectives of e specific process, the time
frame for the - estimates being madet. tk characteristics.of the
delivery, system to which the estimatifS are applicable, arid the
constraints imposed by'the'cOncepts(and definition's being used. In
'this section,. each of 'these elem ts of the estimation process is
discussed in some detail.

-/

Potential Objectives of Estim tion Process.

A major goal of requirements estimation is to determine whether health
manpower resources, .current or fliture, are or yin be adequate to meet
the requirements for delivery of health services. The concept of
,Requirements" used. here refers to the manpower necessary'to provide
tig desired health services to the population, however defined. -The
size and composition of the requirements estimate for health manpower

. is seniitive or specific not only to the particular population, but -*
alsc to the. level; intensity, and quality of health services and to
the organization of the health delivery systet assumed. In view of

c---the derived nature of manpower reguirements, anything that affects the
level, composition, and quality of the services to be'provided must be
taken into account, since it will also affect manpoer requirements. .

,

The beginning stage in the, analysis of health manpower requirements of
any kind is .the determination of the.'basis for the ,service
reqUirement, which.is.the ultimate objeCtive being sought.' No single
metbodof measuring requirementspr health services, and consequently
requirements for health.manpower, has proven entirely satisfactory-or
,universally applicable, and many-different measures can be used. `5'Each

analysis must weigh the alternatives and select the methodology or mix
of methodologies appropriate to the purpose of the analyks and .to the
data, aq.'must,evaluateand analyze= the issues and resuls from this

. pefspective.
0

,One way to' measure health :services requirements is'in terms of medical
need, as,evidenced:by professional judgments, .health status,
morbidity, and disability rates, Anothes.pLe to estimate economic
demand which reflects the willingness and ability of consumers to pay
for health setvices,-whethev or-mot medically " eede'd." A third way

, might be to define, requinemehts-Standards in ter s of maintenance .ofd`.

dome utilization level.' Each can.serye ,a useful urpose, depending on
the'ohlective"beingsought by the estimator.

; tl

The concept.of "need" is usually understood to refer to pome legel of
health service that "ought" to be-consumed in order to attatn and

13 r.
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A . ,

$ .

maintain a desired health,status '(biological), determined,according to
some professionalstandayd and existing medical knowledge. The health Y
Manpower needed to praviae these services'is the endproduct of the
level or status so determined: Since biologiCal need for services and
manpowdr is determined yithout.regarcUto price and economic demand,
its .use in analysis tends to ignore gaps in. health services and
facilities attribut:Able.to:lajck Of, financialresbdrces, accetsibilitV.
interest,or knowledge on the- pact of the population in .obtaining
needed care. If manpower resourpes:are,not the' constraint that causes
utilizationto De less than what is medically needed,'tuch . )
requirements estimates describe an ideal situation that may not b'e

.attainable in the.real.world....,of impediMents%and 'constraints.

'NO

°Requirements estimates that take into account the use 'of moneT to
purdhase,the goods' and cervices to satisfy health'needs--called. -

"effective demand"--result in very' different Answers. only
money and the willingness to use it for these purposes that make
demand effective. "Demand"Is-an economic Concept.thart refers to the
quantities- of goods and services that consumers are willing anti ,able
to buy at various prid'es. A' fundamental characteristic. of deMaAd is
the inverse relationship-between price and quantity :, As prices
increases, quantity- demanded decreases, and vice versa.- In the
current Instance, demand for health' manpower is derived from the
demand for health care services and:from,consumer ability and
willingness to pay for these services.. Although consumers may want to
purchase certain services, which, may be termed potential demand, they
may nothave the. financial resources to do so. The willingnets to-
consume goods or, services does not by ,itself generate, demand; only
those who are,willingind financilly.a-ble to purchase are cqnsidered,
demanders. Requiremenrs generated through use'of Et.'"Tiemand" concept.
clearly d-iffer from those that: world be generated by a "need" concept.

Determination of ','pot tial aemand" ban bd
.

stillinother'concept or
objective of requireme is estimation. PoteneiardeMand-may be Said to
exist when.constrain 'on theLsup'ply b ealth services prevent

.

.

conSumers from purctasing services ..at they would otherwise Use. In.--
this case,'effective,deMang,4i not evid nt in tie market place, but
only oecause suppliers .are unahleo'r un illing to.provide-the services r

demanded. "Potential demand' for .health rvipes becomes effective only
when the health can aelK ry system m is at under strest. lihen demAnd
pressures become excessive, Mechanisms act ng to reduce demandana-
th.us restore equil*sriUm :between demand and supply may emerge, as
increased money,costs to the consumer,, added inconvenience in
ontaihing dire (-non-money-Costs such as ienger,waiting 'times to
,appointment and'in the .physician's office); Changes in case mix,
Towered follow-Op,visii rates,, and others. ThOse;Oechanisms will \

continue to operate until the demand, for service equals: the supply of
services and will, in- signifiOant measure, determine what kinds of
services.aie:'delivered and thesegment:of the population that will

$ . .!, i'.

v
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receive the care.

-->

Still other chavacteristics of the health care livery system have

been and can .be used in the:estifratioa.of healt npower

. - requirements. The process and content of requirements estimationtvary

with the objectives for which the requirements are' defined. .0ne'

reguent objective of the estimation process.is the determination of

manpower- required to maintain current levels of utilization.

Utilization of health services- is :sometimeS used as a proxy for

effective demand, a4though the til'o differ according to the amo nt of

unfilled demand .whien is not directly measxrable. This "quasi

effective" demand tor services may be identified from utiliza ion'

records, ?nder the assumption that- use of services indi ates, he level

oC consumer 'demands including te percei-ied'meditcal.nee and, e

willingness and ability cf tie consumer co pay fol thes services, In

this approach, esti..mat'ed health manpowei requirements ar derived from

"the estimate ,pf utilization "of (i.e., demand for)' services. The

utilization or services in, turn is based `upon the pattern 0. service

utilization of each group of the population and the number and

characterilstics (e.ge-,i age, sex, income) of the person§, in that gr'ou'p.

Specification of health manpower requirements to meet a.population's

medical needs, on the-other hand; implies that health care should not

be wade- available ,orally to those !dip, seek it or dan-a ford it. He&lth

.Cl.re' is thus considered a right rather th.AD a privile

Time Frame of Health Manpower -Reqd,irement.S. Estizates
.

,

, '

an importanVdimen-ion that ,must ,be clearly recognizied and agreed 'upon

the dectelopment of. health` manpower requirements. estimates is the

time frame tpr which the estimates are being-made. In simple terms,

there are three general time cttego6.es for whic,h requirements

estimates can be made whichi. en. Selected may result-in qate
different estimates: J. clurent, short=term, and long-term. There are-

iMportant distinctions. ,..mono. these three time frames in that they may

-4441pe a major 'impdct on the requirements 'estimation. The time frame 1

cd -'ered by the estimate or projection ofter -determines not only the,

type and cfiaraCterkStics of the requirementsmethodology that should

- be used, but'also,re-ftects the end resuelt, the lever of the requirement
estimate itself. k

,

To_rrake estimates in a cur-rent time frame is simply to determine

wh'ether and where dLSe*ililaxams R)cisi in-the 'preseAt- system. This

shows .where there may be supply. shortages or excesses, bqt since the

time-trame is the present', there-can be no meaningful correction or-

,
adjustment et the situdtion at, that; time. The .usefulness of this

time-frame is mainly to distinguish values fbz a base 'yeat, generally

as a starting eoint for development of more meaningftfl short -term and

long-term torecasts.' Although development of such current estimates

is not s,imple or easy by any means, it nonetheless often requires

0..

"0.
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feidi-inputs> assumptionstc., than projectionof4requirements.
# ,

When fotecasting the.near future--the short - term:'- possible changes in
a number of factors need to be considered -- population,- incante,' sA

1morbidity, mortality, etc. However, 'most aspects ot- the health care-system must be -- assumed to' be constant, since the time span.foe',theestimator, isgenerally :too shalt for Any major changesto be i
tinplemented-or to take place. . In the shortitun, even the demand

funtti9n tends to essentially renain filed, aleaming tastes and
preferences will not have time to change dr/astieallyie Also, it, may be-necesbary.t0 assume th'pre can be few major-changes impopulation
chikacteristics in teals of distribution'hy age, sex, income, and type.'
of employment. %This is especiallymportant, in' the health caresystem, becauSe it reletS not only to the incidente of disease But°also tothe patterns of seeking care.

1Just-as the demand function is relatively fixed in the short-term, so -.iS the productioE,function, i.e., Ihe productivity of providers canchange little and techriology and,lipMfessional knowledge can not
improve substantially in ,this time frame. In the short-term,
construction of new facilities can not be considered,,and,'sinc theeducation of health .professionals is a leothy process, the manppow ersupply must be considered as relatively inelastic. Waat,can change,
of course, is the price of health servicesA with .nonprice rationing,such as 4Beuing time for an'appointment and waittime in the doctor's
/office, changing to meet requirement. Generally,'short7 term.
/ceguirements ana lyses are useful largely inIndicating a framework fOr
reallocating elfisting resources, and can not property assume major
changes in the hbaltsh care system that mould make it more efficient,or vote equitable.

In development of long-term requirements estimatesi say to the year
1990 or 2000, most of the parameters_ that have nlto be held constant i
short -term estimation maz be allowed to change in longterm
estimation. Assumptions may be introduced relative to the incidence
of disease (eig., from a medical breakthroug ) or the proclivity to
seek care, (e.g., through a consumer"educati n program),. Proddctivity
may alio be assumed to change through Improved technology andipedital.
knowledge. In long-term forecasting, -the objective may be.to'estiMaie,
requirements under the most effi2cient and equitable arrangement of
resources, taking account not only of existing resources and the
poliFibilit4 of creating additional ones, but also Of the possibility
of adjusting requirements or changing the system (which is disOussedbelow) . The effect thus is very different from the short-termLLthe
emphasis here -would be on planning for future resource needs, not just
reallocating.currentones. 0

,"
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Delivery Sygtein Chxracte istics
,

.

In determining(tequiremeni, as Rust implicitly or explicitly

be made as to ihSt.,the'charadteriStics Of'the health care system will

in the projectiiiii7Year. Estimates of requirements would be very
diffepent depending on the degree of changes thSt it is assumedwill
octur in the present system.

V

44

.An example may )clStify this point. The current systeo--composed of
facilities% persOnnel, and their rcelatiobehips to. patients in, the

organization, .administration and, financing of health are :

,'service,. -has been prOominantly one of independent, e-based

physicians aopeiating on a fee-for-servicel$AsisCpbbumer-and
provider phasiS7is heavily onthe use' of relatively exPensive: -

inpatieht.care'siace public. and privathealth insurance have tended

to finance this type of usage most fully. HO'wemer, the expansiorvoi

demandlEmd-costS since 1965, and the prospects:fot-further extension

of 4ealth insurance have stimulated changes in the present system in:

the search for cost containment measures,Jand may stimulate even'cnio're

changes in. the future.
,

PSRO's and utilization review committees, aliong 'With local ,and State
health planning agencieso also may bring abo4 major.changes in the
system, although-it is condeivable that th%Se developments could bring.

about a more efficient health care system without drastically altering

its present chaFacteristics- There is little agreement, however, as

1 to 'whether theee.developments Will really.become.fully effective:
therefore it iscdifficult to determine how great an impact on.
reyfuirements they,could ever have.

One important development has been the recent growth of Health'

Maintenance Organiiations '.(HMO's) and group practices. Although HMO's

.have existed for .over half a century,' prior t& 970 they were not
numerous enough to be seriously considered as a possible alternative,

to' the present health. delivery system. However, by the,end of 1974

the, number of HMO's had grown to 183, from thirty-three in 1971.

Although HMO's take'many forms, they have certain common
/

characteristics: they are organized syst4ms that provide a .

comgrehensiVe.range of health maintenance Ind treatment services to'a---;
voluntarily enrolled population in exchange for a fixqd and prepaid

peri'odic_Rayment. 'Delivery of physicians' services on a
fee-kor-service tais through the offices of individual physicians
differi\in important ways from delivery of services' through outpatient
dep'artments of hospitals or clinids of prepaid, groups or HMO's.-.,

'
differences influence not only the demand fof-services of various

-kinds but .the number and,oecupationarmix'ofthe personnel providing

them. Shifts in the utilization o services between inpatient and

outpatient care or between treatment and prevention of illness,
ye. produe corresponding shifts in demiand.for health servicepersonnel.

'fa
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For example, one study .of the impact' of an increage iii thejiumber.of
HMO's on future manpower requirements found that fewer physi'cians and
nurses but more eye care Workers, dentists, health administrators and
some allied healthiworkers-would.be needed. 24/_.Consequgntl".
long-range requirements"projections need

of
consider impending or

possible changes in the characteristics of thg delivery syiteM if the
estimate's are to be meaningful. <>14

:
.

A farther factor in 'develdping physician reqa4ements estimates that0,

shoald:be explicitly allowed for'is the degree to which the supply. of
non - physician manpower is assumed., to be available and utilkzed. There
has been .a steady growth' in the number; tkpe, and use.of'supPort
:personnel to assist doctprs, thereby reducing physician requ,irements.'
Many_of these.profeSsions-require.shorter tr9.ini,ng Periods than
medicine or nursing .and therefore.it is; easier to expand their
Supply and less costly to utilize them,' etc.* These ancillary personnel
could play a very important role in the future U.S. health care,
system, since .studies.haVe shown that they can increase productivity
substantially: 'In practice; the advantages of their use is'not
generally understood or accepted. At either rate, requirements
estimates for physicians need to redOgnize and state whatever
assumption is made about the utilization of such new health workers.
Clearly, an increase in 'the use of people in these occupations could

. alter the level .of physician requirements substantially.

Conceptual and Definitional CoikStraints

As indicated earlier, requirements estimation can involite
consideration of needs, demands, and other. concepts. .fven when these
concepts are clearly °degcribed or recognized, definitional problems
remain. The health needs approach to requirements focuses on the
health status of the population in order to estimate manpower
requirements on the basis the' care" needed to attain Or, maintain,
good wigith. But a number 'of technical difficulties .are associated
,with flN.. health needs'methdd, largely. in defining and quantifying
health needs,, the proper modes of care and type of treatment for each
health need; the time needed tor the treatment, and the amount'of
se-rvice that individual physicians can be expected to' provide.
Physicians disagree about definitions and measurement standards;. the
population's health sta.tus,changes over time medical technologyciand
practices change; assignments of responsibility 'and functions of
health occupations change. -In addition; the necessary Statistical'
information. is ottep out7of-date, incomplete, or inapplicable. The

' ( ,. ,-
24/ d.S.'DHEW, NIH,'"HMO's...Their Potential' impact on Hearth. ;-
Manpower Waid,' John B. -GEOMET_Report.No. HF239, WashingtonD.O.
Government Prnting Office, 1973..



eds method has its most serious 4on, however,; in its failure
Consider a patienik's Willingness,otinability to seek care., This

thod essentially assumes that there are no financial' or social

onstrain to' seeking "care, and that all medical care as noted by

physicians will besought by patients.

Andther'definitiorial constraint in estimating requirements for medical
specialists is the problem of overlap among specialists in the
services theyfarovide. 'Far example, although requirements for primary'
cdre.physicians are generally estimated on the basis of the Services
provided by gemeral.practitioners, family ,practitioners, internists,
pediatricians, and obstetridiansigymecologists, many, such _estimates

--elclude the Services'proVidekby 05/GYVS, while others exclude 'some

the. services prOvided,bypediatricians. In addition, other
Specialists provide varyin amounts of primary care, .and a \

collsiderable.amount of' surgery is perforied-by general practitioners
(E.D.0s) 'and osteopathic physicians. / Examination of" tie AEA,Aati.

,base--the most widely used source of%informatidn on-physicians--shows
clearly that ilhereas physicians who Aesignate their primary'specialty
(in terms 'of holqs..of patient' caret' do provide full or part -time`; I

services in that specialty, they'-also provide services that are,' by

their own estimation clearly within the traditional provincerof.
another specialty. Thus, whether in terms Of patient conditions-,

medical treatment, or procedures, there is-considerable definitional

overlap among speCialistS, an overlap Which c not be adjusted
without clanging the way physicians view and port their activities.

IProblemS such as these impact heavily on the accuracrof counts of

physicians and on" the measurement of the service's physicians, provide. '?

It'is unrealistic, to accept uncritiFally any spesialty requirements
that are based an the assumption that ,physici4Skreported in .a
particular specialty, treat only patients or conditions appropriate to
that specialty and that no physicians outside that specialty treat
Similar patients 4T conditions. In essencle, this means that
requirements estimates for one type.of ,spe0.alist can also be met by

another type of specialist. On the other hand, such estimates are far
from being' useless since they refleetthe lia'y that bare is,curiently

pent
tle
ry

provided. For example, specialty, distributionS,ba ed on hours
by a physician in his primary and secondary specia ties show li
difference ;from diStributions developed on the bap, s of a "pr'

251 Surgery in the United States A.Summary Rep rt 4 the'StUdy of
SurgiCal Services in the United, States. Sponsore Jointly by the
American College of Surgeons and the AMericam Sur ical AssoCiationi
1975.
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,specialty" measure. 26/ .,, .

c ,

Still another definitional factor which-makes, it' diffiCult to estimate
requirements for specialists is the gradual -movement of physicians
from one specialty to Another after their initial.residency training '

or after several years 'of practice. Not only do,gener /surgeons move'
to one of the surgicalspecialties and internists to o e of the .;

sub-specialties, some physicians provide services in ane tirely
different specialty than the one in which they were trained or had
previously worked. Since the derivation of- certain types of
requirements'estimates are heavily dependent on services actually ,

'being provided currently, such estimates are weakened by;the degree to'
WhIlahthe Current supply of physidians is'mis-classified., Data'to'-'
qlantify cha-64es in services provided are. limited.

One probleM in estimating requirements for -specialists is the
difficulty encOunteed in 'the tran#lation,of manpowei requirements by
specialty into residency requirements, which is constrained by
'conceptual and definitional problems, .similar to those associated with
the estimation of specialty requtrements"as discUsSed above.
'Physicians may transfer from one specialty or subspecialty to another
during their residency training period, whice'makes the allocation of.

. residency positions in response to requirements for particular medical
specialties a hazardous tdsk. Eorexample,,,a distribution of.
first -year,residency positions does nat'refleet'the possible shift
latet of physicians frolT general internal medicine to subspecialty-
residency programs such as gastroenterology or hematology. Also, a
significant number of residents of all types now 'elect one year of

. training in primary are.prior to beginning training in the ,surgical,
'and other non-prith y care specialties, largely as a result of the
'abolition of the f eestanding internship in 1973.'Horeover, is has
been noted, part of the workload,gl_specialties such. as general !'
surgery and 'dermatology could be classified as prima'rq.care, which'
would tend to bias downward the'reai requirements for primary care,
physician

Thus requirements for primary care physicians that are based on the
nun' er beiniA trained in primary care, specialties, except for family
Ora dice, a,ma differ from requiremeritsjor the. numbers 0 physicians
'who, ould b -expected to provide at least Some primary care. It WiS
rec ntly re orted from 1974 data,,for example', that 425 percent of
those aympltting general internal mediCal training_entered the ,.

Ipii 1

26/' eVenlpAnalysis of hours worked in different specialties by
'osteop ic'pWisiCians indicates that there-is 'relatively little
differentt'id the- specialty distribution according Co whether all

,

'D.O.i,g-are counted in, their primary specialty, or prorated according 'to
hours. spelit in their primary and secondary specialty.

20 , 1
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internal medical subspecialties, and about 7 percent of pediatric

first Year residents were reported as going into the subspecialties of
pediatric allergy or pediatric cardiology.. 27/

Allocating residency positions according to specialty requirements is
made more uncertain by the-prospects of graduate medal education`
programs undergoing major change. There is, for example, a desire on
thepart of some specialty boards to` reinstate a broad first-year,
program in preparation for subseguent specialty-specific training. It
has recently been recommended by the Liaison Committee, on Graduate

Medical Education that thenumber of available first,-yeir GME options
be; educed from about 41 to 2, these being a first-year medical
experience and a first-year surgical experience. A physician may
therefore receive such diverse training that he will haye much more
choice about what he does or what his specialty designation. will beti

The net effect of these qhangingreguirements for the cilaracteristics
of training programs would be on-the distribution of'opportunities for
training and specialization and the resources available, and the ,

difficulty in making estimates 'of requirements for residency positionA

to match requirements for medical specialists willabe much greater.

III. Theoretical aNift Practical Concepts 'for. Qaantification

Deyeloping requirements estimates is 4fficul.t and complex at best,'

largely because of data gaps, state-of-the-art problems, and; lack

consensus-on what level of requirements is ,called for. Perhaps

more of a problem is the lack of .agreement on what unit of measurement,

'should be used in calculating iequirements. Many 'different coacepts'--

can be and are used for quantifying requirements. Some of thee are''
theoretically possible or preferable, but in a practical sense can not
be implemented because of data or other problemp. Others are too .

aggregate' or too-detailed to be properly comprehensive, while still,
others are usable but haYe conceptual problems which -weaken their
acceptability:. Inrall cases, the need is for some measure.Or proxy of
services.provided (or needed)' that can be used,toestimate actual
utilization of physician services, or ideal, or proper ,requirements for

services. , =

. .
-

Then volume of visits (patients seen) is-one MeasUre that can be

related directly to the need for manpower. Actual atilitation-of
services (visits) and the manpower providing them-,clan.be used as a

proxy for effective demand, medical need, or utilizAtion or any type

of reguipments. Given a specific level of productivity, a measure

such as average daily patient visits can be used as the service

27/ ,Memo from Brian"Biles.to Staff Committee on Labor.and Pubj.ic
Welfare's, U.S. Senate, on data on restdenty trainingAJune 4, 1976.
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.,ConcePt from. Which2minpoweD requireme is may be obtained. tomplexity
of services provided, difficulty ,or di gnosis, or condition for Which

care is:sought are,all.addi_tiOnal refin merits of the *visit concept:
Thia measure, readily identified from ilization records, can easily, "
be...used' as-a measure of require- ment's i one assumes that the use of
services indicates the evel of consumer demand, defined as perceived i,, . medical need. and tile. Willingness and ability of the consumer to 'payfot services.- Of course; the volume of visits should properly be
bas-d- upon, tire p'attbrn of service utilization of discrete groups in.the populatiop in order 'to fully measure health manpower requirements.

-. It should also bail' tied, 'if pOssible , to specific individuals in the ,popula.tion to fully recognize the, population based aspect. of
requirements.;

As indiCated, however,. a more ,accurate visit -eased measure of_
utilization of services would be one that adjusts 'stich- data on volumeof visits for the relative difficulty of the services provided) thelength 'of time Aguired to perform the service, or the level of skill'
needed. to, perform it. Clearly,. visits to a physician by 'a .patient
wishing. consultation con a minor illness, by 'one seeking a general 'checkup, by on 'who is "worried well", or by one needing a sur9ica1
procedure are not equal visits for determining requirements for *.services. If feasible, a weighting procedure shoj4d be used to give

, greater weight to visits where more complex servicesor more time,' are'needed or higher costs occur. Another difficult y :in, using visits
volume. as the concept for quantification -1,4f manpower requirements isthat the number of physician Services petformed'in'a single
even if approximately of equal time or Complexity, .could differ widely
depending on tests run, assistants p ,oceduees performed, or
physician practice. In such cases, total phy ion time might not bea better Measure for quantification than simpl number of office'visits.

3,,
Another concept for possible- quantifiCaiiori estimattng.requirementsis the diagnosis made,or illness uncovered, or. the patient's ,

complaint. National Center for Health Statistics data, such as,from
the National AtibulatoryCare Surivey Qr Health Examination Survey yield
data on numbers of specific diagnoses made by types of physicians in

the office Setting, as well ,as on the sRecIfic illnesses or other care
_needs that''exist's ambng the general population. National 'estimates, of
a speciic number of health conditions .or diagnoses as obtained
derivedrfrom these and, other surveys can be related to a productivity
letiel for a particular specialty or sub-specialty in order.to' obtain 4,estimates of manposer requirements. One would have to know, of
course, .he actual or ideal 'physician specialists for these illnesses
or conditions in order to utilize these data in developing
.requirements estimates. Using this method,' one 'might then be able to.
relate, for example; the number of certain vision-related conditions
in the general population to the actual or possible productivity of

22
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ophthalmologists,' in treating' these .conditions, thereby deriving a'_. .

. requireme,nts eitimate. r: . . .

An additional concept 'far pOssible measurement which is somewhat
,
., difficult to quantify, is appropriateness of care.' this °means, that nO .-

=fatter what concept is used, measurement should be made only of that
care which is "appropriate.!" -Tor exaiiiple, SOSSUS and other studies
have indicated that "a gteat deal of "unnecessary.surgery-may take
place.' 'Clearly; if only "necessary" surgery were to be performed and
counted, the requirements for, the .surgical manpower 'would be .

substantially lower. From another perspective, p,hysicians i'n many

. specialties .may, be perforthing setvIceS whic4, might be more A

appropri-atelpperfor4edbY those Jim a different specialley,' by general
or family practitioners, or 'even by non-physicians.' An example ,Might"'
be a surgeon performing a general physical exam in azi office Setting -

or an ophthalmologist devoting a substantial proportion Of his' time to
performing. refractions. ;A measurement of services that took into
account the relative"- appropriateness might- therefore,-Serye to increase
requirements for one type of ,physiciati or non-phygiCtan'man.power' and .

.decreasd requirements for'.another -type of manpower. fitHS AmbAatory
Care surve.y. clearly show that most physicians-in ambulatory care'
provide cons,j,derable care outside of their specialty. If all <Care
were delivered in the "appropriate" manner or by the appropriate )

manpower type, or ±f only 'care that was "appropriate" were 'provided, -
requirements, for manpower would be considerably differentoiroitt those .

measured- Using a different Cpricept. , On the otherhand, the provision
of aare outside a physician'S Specialty cOuleyell.be,Serving a useful
role, 'too, by.,,filling4h" periods when demand for his specialty is

- low., thus' contri.buting to a more efficient ,use of physician' s time. .

t-
.

, ,',,. ,.,
It is also Posqible to ,i.neasure requirements on- the 'basis of.the

. cost
of a visit.' Variation.:in iisit costs Or charges for case may reflect

:lifferences" in the, orientation and training f Physicians 1.-1 various
specialtia's as well as :patient demand for t it =services'and.other

- factor's. For example.;,-the, type of service rdvided- and consequent
dhaige ,rendered by an.,internist in the course of an iratial ()Moe
visit mighi, differ conSideral3ly from the type of 'service and visit
cost rendered JD y an-. orthopedic surgeon. Furthernprel since the
categories of services .4hich visit encompasses may not be uniform,
costs are likely to reflec"t qu nititrof seriices--p-r-oVided as wen as

,pric,e per service. It Shdul be noted, too, tha't within a given'
,specialty, 'there might be wide variation in 'tliCh.,costs -per visits.

, 'However, 'requirements could be derived by_ relating estimates of total*

i
expeilditures-__by a segment of the. population.lor a type of patient care
service to estimated .unit cost for that service. -, " ,

,
t` * ' - '
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There-is a great deal of literature Eelatedto quality of care, 28/
which is closely related to."a-pproprikteness:of care. The sptahhing
legislation (PL`413-641) further emph izes that access.to 'quality"
health care ig-a'prioEityof"the Federal GoVerament,-andlone.Of.the

. objectives of Health Systems Agencies is to increase: ..the qudlity of
the health services provided. to, residents. of the service., area: With'.
the enactment of the y'Sb0 provisions, professionally developed. norms
of Card,. diagnosis, and.trea.ement based On- typical= patterns of-
practice'ultimately may become aggregate measures of -"quality". of-

.. care. Such measures could then theoretically,bemused to determine
requirements of the, population for care, which -could t4en-be
.*.ramlqedlinko.manpqwer'requibementa. Hawk-ver, the-sflotuality of a h
visit, a.diagnosis, or a procedure is very diffiCtilt to quatitify and
even more difficult to relate to the specific :manpower, providing it.
Thus,- in developing reqUirements eatimates onb4is.fOrcedtO aSsume.
'that th6 quality "of care provided;by individual physicians 'or Iv

,specialists is. the same.
. _ ,. .. '

.
,1*,Although.perhaps not the best measure of requirements,` simple b' -

physician head counts are the most frequently Osed C45napt for,
measuring requirements. By imilicatio, all plusicansOE all.
specialists are counted equally, and .no ditterentltion is madt'amonq .

physicians in terms of hours of work, patients seen, assStarlts
utilized, or other variables. 'Essentially in%thisvapproach all ,,- .. -physicians are. counted as,equal and providing,the same.type, duality,!,,

....

. ...et.C..of'care within a particular specialty.,; Depeading'on many ;
consiaeratians,.however, some refinements such as 'those mentioned
abdve can'be'developed. In-general, this approaqh'has been the one
most oft-en utiliied, largely because of data problems inthe other
approaches. It is clearly more relewnt, however, to utilize. a. measure
of the actual amount, and type of serrj.ces.pkovidedby different:'''
specialists, suck, as hours of.workper'week,riumber of patientiiisits,

4or type of conditions treated, and a number of recept;studblealave
'

moved in this direction. 0 .

.
,....,,s.{ . .

. .

,,u, 4r
1

, ,

Since many physicians devote part of their prItice lo'a'Sec.ondary
i specialty, a disauregated "effort, analysis" ig:.etspecially,important

.

in accurately assesing the sertvices. currently b4ing proVided,
Z6-q'-uired,'or demanded. Since most iOecialists =treat more ttran one.
type of disease or one_par4 of ytfie body, -requirqmer*s for these

.lahysicians'are at least partl"intercpangeable with,reqUireMents for
otherlgPecialists: Alsp, since many specialists .illiver some food or
comPorlAt.of primarY,carl*, no-matter how defined-, ,thirp wouid,the
overlap in physician retAirements that did not, take this. into account.,

tfrNki.

28/ DHEW, bHPRD "Guide toData for Health
1

Systems Planneea" 'Health
Planning Ser.ies, P-95.
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, Any concept of requirements must also differ entiate among the needs
for patient care service's and other thedicad services :performed 1?y

fin
ysicians. Considerable number's of active practitioner's tee engaged
activities such ,as teaching, research, and administration, in which

they are not directly.providing.lhealth care. Similarly, even ,among
pbYsicians providing patient- care, several differen'-practice settings
may ,be involved -- individual physician's offices, clinics, hospitals,
etc. 'In each of these settings, ,dirfferent conceptsand arrrountsof
care are provided or required'., Ideally, the manpower requirements
estimates and the typt and amount fl"serwiceii,prdvided should ,take

'into account the difference in pra4tice settings, such as mental / .

health and community clinics, hOspita1 outpatient department-se,' and
inchtstrial clinics,. Similarly., `care haspit/ils is pxo.vide'd by

physician house staff, ysitinq staft-i- and-linterns,and
residentS, (vho Spend" some of their time in education and Raining)
Hcrwever, although the total' services provided, patients seen, qr hours

. marked by individual physician's in a hospital. can -be translated ,,into
some "full -time 4guivalentli measure,- 'the physician providing these
Serviice4 must ultimately be viewed, as .a single unit, (a -person) .A Thus4
mixtd service requiremQnts.atSont point must be translated int-b
"physician" requirements; prseferably, fU-1-17-tijne equivalent physician
measures can reasonably be used Where data permit:

J ,

IV. _Factors, Affecting, ,Requ'i(rements
. . .,

In.the most simple terms; these are only -4 few major factors that are
taken into-account in estimating ,requirements -- demand' factoi l'Ald ..,
health .care system clanges: Howevet,' as indicated below, ' eft -malor
factors have many component parts. 4'...

, . 1 .
.

re N..
.

Demand Factors ,--
. ..

Although a number diScrete facto s influence the ,demand for health
mappowet, the primary determinants .tat Must be taken into account 'in
estimating requirements are (1) the quantity and quality of health,
services demanded', which are .conditional upon such factors as the
population served, its' health status, its,:perpeption of need for
health Care, prices and incomes, and'the available stippiy of "health
manpower;, and (2) productivity (output .-of services per: person) of
healthmanpower which ,is specific to the 'state of medical technOlsoTy;
and to thehealtiC services delivery system.
The siie and charaaterislics of the population' are the basic
NterminantS. of the demand for health services and therefore for the
demand, tor healt) manpower. Account must be taken not only of the
number of people, but also of the proportions of the very young and
the very old, the ethnic and tatial'aomp-bsition (since some diseases
are endemic. to certain group's) and the ur.han-rural distribution. The

25
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impact of age is espeqally critical.for some professions or
specialties, a population with an unusually high proportion of s
old people will require a higher than average number of physicians who
specialize in geriatrics whereas a higher proportion of pidiatricians
would be required for a population with a high proportion of children.

Although all demand for health manpower is derived from demand for
health services, the several determinants of demand affect different
.health fields, differently. Some specialties,are,linked primarily to
size and distrilutioh,of population; others (e.g., pediatricians) are '

r linked to the age of the popUlation and to birth rates. tbedemand
for laboratory tecthiciins, on th'e other hand, is strongly influenced,
by the, development of biochemical !technology and_ equipment. For
puiposes of analysis, it is iwortant,to recognize the specific
douipant i.nfluentes on the dediand for manpower at the poi) itt in the
delivery, system whichaie-beins. considered.

Demand is also\strongly"influenCed by consumer incomeoand by the price
of health services. .Changes in income add the consumer price of,
health services have been important factors in the sharp increase, in
demand_. over the past deOade, as family intomes have risen and health
i4surance has lowered the effective price Xiout of pocket Cost") of
sfirvices.' In additions to the increases in demand for'hdalth care that
have accompanied rising income, rising' educational levels of the
population have been accompanied' ntif gte.iter recognition of,the
importance and.desizability-of health- care. A

RequiremntS estimates musk 'alSo take cognizance of the possible
impact of the litional Health InsUrance proi.gram that appearS probable
in some form during. the next few, years. The lowering of financial
barrierslato care will shift the dethand for medical. services and.for
manpower upward, but not necessarily equally for all services. The
'differential impact on services And on manpower will reflect the
coverage, beneficiary.coptributions, and.provider reimbursement
foruulas that are adopted, on the one hand, and the price of demand,
on theAother,' Because of uncertainties about the kind of National
Health Insurance'program that will finally emerge, and7gbout the
changes-in utilizatiodtas consumers react to their lowered medical
costs .the conceptyal problems that demand estimators face in
adjusting their manpower .estimates for the impact of National Health
Itsurance are'greai.

The health status of the,population obviously also affects demand/for
'health services. It has, in facto been-suggested'by some
-investigators that health status' may well be the single strongest
elOnsumer-related determinant of health care utilization. For example,
the declining prevalence of certain diseases may have ai impaOt upon
hospital admission rates, average length of stay of patients, and,..
ultimately, hqspital bed needs.

r
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Supply is also an important determinant of .demand for' health care.
,Effective demand for health care 'presupposes a supply 'of facilities
and personnel; demand can be effective only ifothe.re are services to
be purchased and *providers from whom to purchase thm. Moreover, the
availability ofrrealth services as theconiequence of the discovery

ind application of new medical and dental-technology in itseff""`--- .

generates a .demand, i'as .has been frequently seen. This is particularly
true with athe proliferation of specialized services: ,r1 the face of
the consumer's imperfect knowledge, the physician .becomes the
professional adviser and, plays a major role in deciding the amount of
services to be consumed.-

. .
The influence o f supjply -an demand is nOw-here. clearer than'-iry health
resourceq .planning. Whenevel services are .limited by the
unavailability of facilities or personnel (e.g..) inadequate hospital

Apapacity or lack of the full range of medical :capabilcities, etc.), the'
demand .2.'s reduced accordingly. A change in the availability of
medical sPecialists thus would probailly change` the 'effectivei'demand
fo,r -srvices and personnel.,'

Health care System Changes'

In recent decades, new modes of delivery have emerged in the face of
rising demands ands. rising costs. Discussed earlier was the Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO) , which, through. economies .of
organization° and scale, both encgurages andfaeilitates combinations
of _medical anW allied °health per&nnel not feasiitle in the typical

,
solo practice doctor's office. Similarly, hospital de01ivery systems
are being modified in ways that alter. staffing pattern,s and open new
potentials fom.,.paremedicaloypersonnel. Outpatient departments an4
emergency rooms are being restructured and reorganized` as primary
providers. These modes of,delivery lend thernselvesto team approaches ,.
with consequent Opportunities. for .increased use of allied h4alth
personnel. .1-

die
-

,

transfer of functions from 'professional to paraprofessional--task
-delegationis one of 'tiler-major mechanisms for increasing the supply
of Medical services. /n the last few years a spate of new
occupations, collectively cakled "physician extenders, has emerged
under such titles as physician assistant, clinical associate, nurse
'practitioner, anti MEDEX. As these have more pertinence to some
specialties than others,, it is imp.ortant to consider their impact
differentially. Basic to the development of the physician assistant .

as a new health occupation; for example, is the assumption that the
productivity of -the physician can be increased, and that togetAdir the
doctor and hi-s assistant can or will deliver a significantly higher
gylantiy 'of" medical care, 'with no sacrifice `of quality. No estimate
of future requirements _or supply of physicians cal ignore the role of

:..-=>`
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the physician assistant and his impact on physician productivity.
Unfortunately, though, thr analysis of lab1r productivity in the
health care sector ,has proved to be One of the more difficult tasks'
undertaken, by,researchers in' this fief > The.cause of this difficulty
Is, the Unc'erta.inty underlying the specification and measue of the
"output" of medidal personnel. .

( SIP . le, eThe estimation, of the supply of services available from a given
manpower supply requires explacit specification as to the delivery f
'system for .health care. The quantity and mix of services provided by
a given number of physicians, 'hurses, and technicians through a
delivernsystem based on physicians in olo_ practice will differ,
marked10from ,on.e ProVided through a system basea on clinics, HHO1 s
arid hospital outpatient lerivces. Even if the. quality of care is

. - assumed to be the same; there are differences in, the utilization and`
. productivity of mappower, as well as of capital.. However, emphasi's in
.. ' requirements, estimation Should be on wha,t will, probably occur rather

than upon thsoreticaI measures of what productivity increases are
poSsibl.
Productivity increases may stem from iechnologicalivirdvance s as \tell as
from tilt-. realignment cif tasks. In fact, these two forces often go%
hand .in hand. Technological improvements impact on reguirments as
well= as oal supply. In the recent past, in part as a res.ul,t of... .

-technological ana, biomedical advanset, an explosion of expectations
hag ,.increaSed the demand for health-services ,fand, Compelled changer 11-ii,/, ..*

thCdelivery system. New patterns of care brought about by technokogy-,and research call for new coricepts. in;- health personnel; new
occupations and changes in,existing occupations through increased -'a

specialization are .probably the most direct manpOwer. effect of
,

. technological' advances. .

, -Thus, in the determination of ,manpower requirements and in the '.,
evaluation of manpower requirements and supply, productivity is too.
important, a consiaeiation to be ignored. Faced by a lack, o,f data, the
analyst. must rely on his best judgmentlko develop reasonable
assumptions, in his projfctionS. . ,. -

- f

Legal co nstraints. al so a. ffect . requirements"- tor, iealt h, ma n.power .- For
many occupatiOns, some form of crelentiling is practiced -- either
licensing by the State as a prerequisite to practice or certification ,
by a professional organization attesting to the completion of
accredited education or training necessary to establish the -
qtialif#itions of iridividuals. 'Credentialing requirements' may 4
constraint, the supply of manpower inany locale by limiting the numbelr

. ,
eligible. for employment and by preventing more efficient utilization
of manpower. For example, the ,function's of the famil nurse -

practitioner and the pediatric nurse practitioner m involve, .
functions 'restricted by law to the physician. did doctors are

- - . s .
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,thereDydeterred fro delegating duties, to .suVordinate. A

significant source of future supply, Fa eveiop from the use of
proficiency examinations as A basis for eredentialing as an
alternative to the'' completion of presc ibed, accredited education.

The Federal Government has acted to lowA the .dredentialing barriers
.by the development of equivalency tests permit persons
with knowledge acquired on the job or through nonacademic routes to
challenge course reqUiremerlts and receive advanced standiig, and thus
reduce the time needed to achieve academic credentials.

V.-MethodologiCal Approaches to Requirements Estimation and
Forecasting--Advantages and Disadvantages

04

There ar mall), different approaches to and methods for estimating and
forecasti g health manpower requirements, ranging from the very simple
physician population ratio approach to the extremely complex and
technical equilibrating and optimizing model approaches. Each of
these app oaches has real advantages; each of 'them also has potential
problems and disadvantages. Because ofiis, a key -step in any
analysiS of physician manpower is to define precisely the purpose of
the ana ysls--and to select and tailor .the analytic 'approach so as to
utilize_ 'its intrinsic strengths. The discussion below. lists a- number'
01-tte-more Common analytic methods available and summarizes the
strengths, limitations, and Problems associated ,withktheit use. It
should be noted, ho'wever, thatthese approaches are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. In many instances two or more approaches can be
combined to yield'a single satisfactory method,. A more detailed-
description and discussion of methodological approaches can 4a'found
in VolUme II, Practical Planning Manual, Methodological Approaches_for
Determining Health Manpower Supply
'and-Reguirements.

Manpower/Population Ratios and
Utilization Models

1

4

The simplest wal, of estimating and forecasting tequirenents is to
calaulate the actual ratio of manpower to population and to compute
the manpower required to meet this standard for another, 'differ.nt
population. The ratio of .one area cO be used for another point In
time, or a comparison can be made a61-ross--both time and space. Also,
other types of population standardg-cafi De empswd, such as providers
Ter populaAon.fron a typical HMO. Simularly, visits or some other 0

measure can also be related to population.

Th"Over-Whelming adva -ntage of this approach is its operational and
obnceptual simplicity and the general availability of adequate data.
The disadvantages ape the unrealAtic 'assumptions that population mix

1
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-and demand and manpow-ex Mix and productivity are either constant or
orange in a compensating manner. This approach also ignores the
interaction of supply and demand, and such factors'as.dollar price
which adjust supply and demand in the health care market.

The-real issues_:_ofthe tradeoffs between conflicting health care
goalg"thoseof limiting the inputs of scarce resources and minimizing
'the benefits of care and the social equity gains; are too' often ignored
by the .slavish and.uncritical use of a ratio approach. Because there -

is no single "perfect" care system," the concept is empty unless it
explicitly and forthrightly addresses the real.issue of whether the
care system implied by the 'ratios is desirable or not. Use of any
such ratio assumes the same population, providers, prices, waits for
care, and limits of care 'of the system from which it was drawn. TA0
mechanically generated "shortage" or "surplus" based on this approach
implies that there is only one'possible care system, and this is '

clearly not the Cage. There are'aiternative systems, each of which
may call for a different level of physician.resources.

While attention must be paid to these -arid other limitations of the
ratio approach, it does not mean that the ratio appkoach is useless.
If the user of this approach recognizes the reasons for the choice or
derivation of the ratio, the simplicity and clarity of the ratio
approach recoTend it.

Utilization models, are very similar to population ratio approaches.
Such models apply %utilization rates to a population disa_Onegited by
age, sex, income, etc. and then convert the total upilization to
manpower through staffing or productivity rates. In effect, a pure
utilization ,model--one Which does not use trends or other information
to charige,the utilization and staffing rates=-is essentially the same
as a manpower/population ratio approacA except that the utilization
model allows for differences in the population composition. Irhus -

most of the earlier commentrabout the ratio approach apply to
utilization models as well.

Trend4nalisis4nd Treed Models

Another4felatively simple approach involves the use of trend's in care
utilization and staffing rates, generally.as modifications to a.
utilization model. ,While this approach may attempt to adjust for.
future changes in these factors, there is a serious methodological
error in projecting these tre ds-.. When both care--demand and staffing
proxies are measured using his orical utilization trends, the equationo
is reduced to nothing more tha ,the trend in the manpower/npulation

-
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tPossible choices for avoiding his error are not attractive.' One
choice is to estimate "true" demand and -supply from utilization
throUgh economic analysis, which is frequently quite difficult. The
other choice is to base the trend for,at least/care demands upon some
basis other than historical experience. 32/ Aue to these constraints
however, the trend,approach is limited in its usefulness.

Profess' mal Judgment Approaches .

The professional judgment approach usually involves estimation of the
populatioh's "ideal" or "acceptable" care requirements, and the
translatiOn of,these requirements into manpower workload and
requiremehts. Most often it is based on a manpower/population ratio,
although it may also utilize services, visits, or diseases. Although
the process can employ empirical data as a framework, the strength of
this approach is that it bypasses the difficult problems of
quantification of the "proper" .level of requirements, ideally
obtaining an."expert",answer that balances many unquantifiable
considerations. The problem with the appr.ach is.that,it'usually
cannot be adequately justified or effectively discussed--one can only
accept or reject the expert's opinion. Beyond this is the problem
that experts on health care normally are not capable judges of the

f

29/ If the trend in "dfmandq is estimated as the trendin utilization,
(BTU.) divided by the trend in population CTP04,..and "productivity"
as the same utilization trend divided by the trend in providers
(TPROV), the equation yielding the future provider requirement (FPRQV)
from these factors and.the future population, (POP) is:

PPROV"-PO-P-* [ (UTIL/TPOP)/(UTIL/TPRO V) ]

which reduces and rearranges to:

!FPROV = PO,P-ITROV/TPOP ,

This is because past utilization representt adjustment of the demand ,

and supply of tare to each other in the market context to yield actual
utilization; consequently, utilization cannot be used as_a prOxy for
both. Mnfortunately, many health manpower studies. unintentionally
Contain this error.

12/ The limited evidence suggests that supply is inelastic to' the
market, 'thus permitting the assumption that utilization approximates'
supply n,the past. 0.
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market, and consequently a "care needs" concept is substituted for a
"derrand" concept.

-e

:Econometric Model Approaches

Approaches utilizing equilibrating models include a side_ variety of
modelswhich attempt to estimate-how.supply and demand adjust to each
other through such rationing mechanisms as dollar price, to result in
utilization., They range from relatively simple models .of six,. eight
or ten mathematical equations, up to.=very complex models of more than,
-one hundred equations. Generally, theseftdels.attempt to quantify
the amount of change in care demands' or- supply that result from price'
changes using a ratio of change referred to as "elasticity." These
elasticity estimates are then combined into a model that attempts to..

.-explaili or predict how the health care system-reaChes a pew balance
after some outside influence changes it (suCh'as a change in health
insuranpe).

The onvioustrength of this approach ch is that it atteMptS,to directly
quantify the key relationships that result in utilization. This
focuses attention on factors that too frequently are ignored. Tke
disadvantages of the approach are the extreme difficulty of
quantifying and specifying the model . Theris also often a lack of.
clarity as to exactly what the model'dOes and how it does it. "Such
models. take much longer to develop and 'have much more extensive data
revurements than the others mentioned. 0

Ensting models which attempt.to estimate Market equilibratio can be
stab- divided into three broad groups.: One ,group, the classic 1
econometric model, deals with the care Market at the "macro" level,
that is, it does not break out the analysis to individual'units or
small groups of units; 'it solves the equations of the 'model
simultaneously., In contrast to 'other equilibrating modes,classical
econometric models require less data-and can develop more accurate
estimates of the:variables-and interactions of 'the 'model.' The summary
_treatment, however, may obscure important relationships and the
sirultaneous solution is, often difficult to stabilize and has trouble
with non-linear relationships..

%

/
A second, less - accepted type of model is termed Systems Dynamics.

;*;These models also _operate at the macro level, but they postulate a
arge-struC_ure of feedback loops" and have any variables Its
proponents argue that, th104ifficulty,in quantifying the variables and
relationships is not critical because the models are largely, ) _

determined by the large number of feedback loops and their direction.
Inbther, difference is that the models use differential equations for
solution, treating all of the procesles as continuOUS',flowsand
estimating 'longer time periods by hreakingthem into many small time
periods. Eepeafted estimations and the feedback loops then Cause the

32
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...

model- to equilibrAe.
, .c,

, . .

0
A third group of models are the simulation models,, which analyz at.;
the level of individual patients'and care providers. Tilt 3e mo.' s 1
Harkovian, es imating the probability, ofeach.of a numbel. of c,screl..... .

eveni.lroccur 'ngi and normally employ randomness in their
computations. ''Estimates for a system are derived Irony sending large
jimumbeis of individual cases through the mod Because of the entry
of randomness into these models, the final so tionsopre also random
and the'model needs to be tun a number of time to estimate the most
probable solution. These models have very extensive data .

requirements, art consequently are, normally used to analyze limited;
systems such as individual medical practices ar clinics.

,Occasionally, however, they .have been used to model large'systeMs
where considerable detail "is sought on the chA"tacteristics of the

.

final, stage: One such use is in the forecasting of population for the
purposSe of estimating future care demands. The advantages of
microsimulati'on are the large amount of information available'for the
forecast time period and:the clarity of the model, which ,permits an
easy understanding of the model's assomptions and interactions. The
disadvantages ar-e the large amount of detailed data required and the
high computer costs of running a large mic *osimulation model.

. v

Optimizing Models

Another approach to qstimation is the use of models (usually linear)
which aptimfze to a specified objective subject to conStrhints. This
type of computez,Nmoel solves for a "best solution" that maximizes
some utility or minimizes sone.cost. Its principal strength is that
it provides a clear solution, provided the objective, to be optimized
can be specified. The major disadvaptage is that only a fraction of
the major health questions cam be answere&through optimization
techniques. Too frequently, it is not possible to state a single
Objective function }that should be optimized and when it is possible,
the models tend to be normative with little objective support. Also,
this approach extends minor differences to their /logical extreme, and
minor misspecification can be magnified into absurd results.

International Corrparison Approaches

occasionally llealth'manpowr 'requirements are approached through
.

coMparison with the healthcare'syStems'of-. other nations.. Often these
attempts compare physician population ratios and mortality rates
between nations. While perhaps superficially useful, the conclusions
too 'frequently ignore or understress the vast differences in
environment; population type, hwrogeneity,.and density, care deliVery
organizlion, cultural--dif4erences and, the like. .

.tr
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A' more valid use.of international cOmparisoll,is the analysis to a
specific change in a foreign,syseem, ,where specific implications can
be drawn.

VI. State-of-the-Art and Available Requirements Estimates

A major purpose of the preceding section has been to suggest that

...'
there is no single ideal approach to the estimation or forecasting of id.

graduate medical edifcation requirements; rathere, that there are ,many .

choices. that can be-madei all-of which have strengths and '
shortcomings. ,However, .because these approaches are ,not necessarily
mutually excluil.vesome Of them can0e used together. It is possible
to merge ,several techniques to obtain a hybrid approach that minimizt4
the weakneses inherent in any one' ap roach: It shouldbe emphasized
however, that the development of an a ce table apprbach tailored to
the issues and probleMs of OBE require efts estimation will demand
tine, money, staff, and ingenuity. Po s'ble directions to consider
for this effort will be discussed late in the section as research
needs. In thiS section some of the ,,,ge ral problems that have
confronted analysts of the healt11 car system in the past, are

.desetibed. The section concl*les.wi a brief review .of some of the
actualrequirements'. estimates deve ped in'redent years. e

F. %'

State of the Art
,.....4

of
, Manpower

41k. Requirements Estimation
r

,
7'.

. .
.

.,

One, of the major :roadblocks in estimation_of:41dnpower requirements is -,
the problem Of data. keeded data are often "Imply not available.
Data th&t ate available may. have inconsistencies' in definition,

'. differences:in coverage, or inconsistent timing in ,collection: The
state-of-the-a2t often does, no ermi proper: utilization'of.existing
dates, so data may Kaye to be tail e-d to the existing methodology by
,hi.qh the' estimates are to be made. 'In addition,,, it may'not-be clear
as to, how existingt:data can" be tit' ed, and how various parameters
are to be accounted' for by inade ate, data. , ,/

.,
.

-.

,

Reaonable'estimates.of requirements for health manpow&may be and.
have been developed. Hoiever with' regard, to each field of analysis,
Statistics "are often limited; for' example, data on ilealth care needs,-

.,

. services used, medical' ekpenditures, labor ,productivity, 'the'laersonal

)7,--- 'characteristics of workers and their relative wages are either -,

unavailable op outdated. Not only:.*,are current
.

data missing, but,:
I 4 ' reliadleinformation xiabout past trends may not exist, and what is ,

available may not be consistent lor comparable.overtime as a result of
different definitions, coverage, time span and, data collection
methods" An even morp. difficult. ata problem is that data are,often.
discrete, separates, and not reliable. For example, data on patients

. .
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°,seen by physicians are separate from data on physician visits made by
the population.

C7*
. ., _

.
. .

The complexity of the health care system in the U.S.' also poses ,
.

problems. Health care is delivered by a wide spectrum of providers.'
and, in -a ode variety, of settings, and these providers and settings I

are not linked together in any systematic way. They -operate
, independently and autonbmously, each being desponsible for only a

small portion of whit might- be called the "total care"-tof the patient.
On the other hand; the interrelatedness or oveplap of tte, job content
of many health care workers often poses different problems. The-
proliferation of specialties and Occupa,tions, has created an
incr4asing1y complex relationship .of c mplementarity and

°)substitlability airong health occup,atio
. . ,

. .

Hon-comparable assumptions and objettives ften defeat even the est irP'

_ .

analysts. Data must be obtained from different sources:and bits and
pieces put together, not always. consistently. Asfinitions used and
coverage included-may not be comparable. When n&t entirely comparable
data must be used, adjustments must be made that will improve ,

comparability oc bring about a recognition of the sensitivity of the .

noncomparability.. The gaps, in such data that.do exist make 'the proper
utilization- of 'such data even morecdifficult. .

')
' The lack of co4ensusbn various estimation parandters is clearly

reflected when,Miferent requirements studies are examined. -,No simple
guidelines consensus exists about the most appropriate methodology for
projecting or estimating requirements,. and even the most knowledgable-
expert analysts disagree. The. lack of agreement reflects the general le

lack of knowledge about the forces influenqing, the demand for .health
1 care, a.lpout the conversion of that demand into manpower requirements,

and abott the response that supply is capable of making to changing
cicaumstances. It also reflects differing opinions about concepts and
definitions: Even when there, is agreement on factors that must, be

.1

-measured, theke is often a large gap in the knowledge of how best o
proceed.' For example, ire know that' hedecountS by discrete
occupations are gisleading; that the health' professions function in a
complex web of -complementarity and substitutability. Eut w,e dosno-t
have operationally Rracticfrie 'techniques to measure the map-power input
in terms of health 'teams or staffing patterns:, and to measure the

.. trade-offs. As we have seen, there is also no-_accepted method of
-measuring the output of health' workers, nor on the output to be
measured- -visits, hours, expenditures,. inconie, etc. In other words,
there are inadequate input and output measures to translate. accurately

'the manpower demand and supply -into the dem'and and supply of serviCes
and dice.versa.

85
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'Estimates of current requirements are- difficult e ough; however,
projections of requirements are even more difficult in that they must
encompass a wide variety of fabtors not inherent in estimates-51--,
current requirements

Repirements projedtions depend on many alternatiVe-assumptions about
a large number of factors. The resulting combinatiqns can lead to a
multitude of alternative estimates, no single of which is 'the
"best", estimate for all pdposes.. A range of imates is needed in

i
order to provide reasonable alternative possi ilities for planning itnd
policy determination, since the pariicular}assumptions made for' each
eleffent in the'projection of, health manpower are so important in
determin,ing the outcome. i)1(e4assumptions may relate to changes in
characteristics,pfithe pb.pulation, changes 'in services demanded,
changes in practitioner productivity, impact of changes in health care,
.delivery system and in payment for services.- To be acceptable to
persons other than the developers, the estimates of requirements must
clearlysdescribe-the assumptions.

Finally, in addition to the broad forces operating nationwide, local
. factors and their effect upon health man wer must be' examined to

obtain accurate estimates. The needed a which'woUld'permit
adequate assessment of such local factors/are simply,not available,
and the likelihood of obtaining the needed data ifl the near future is
iremcte.

The picture is not entirely bleak, however. While an extensive review
cf possible sources of data muSt'be part of thg GM1NAC effort itself,
the availability of some recently developed data sources,deserves:,
mention here. The most important for oMENAC purposes is the Natiohal
Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, conducted by. the National Center
Health Statistics. a Covering a sample of all,office-based physicians,
this survey provides data on. the type of patient complaints nd the
physician diagnosis for asample of patients. It also -cont ins data
on the_length of the visit,,the pnysican's judgment of th complaintAs
serio,usnesS, and the treatments given. 'Combined with the data from,
the Study ,of Surgical .Services in the U.S.,--ah adequate picture of the
content of the care provided by different specialties,could-be',
obtained; For the 'specialty studies that have not been-dompleted, he '

-very extensive U.S.C.-Mendenhail effort .could.p4ovide further
information.

For the,primary cate-spediaIties, the Mathematica Re?urvey of Primary
Care Physicians effOrt.proVides-intportant data or} the',ptoductivity
factors and the responsiveness QA the primary. care physician to,

A

changes in demand for his service For two points in time, this
survey measures' 210 geographic hea th,care markets and, collects data
on individual practices. Data,elements-include the wait for
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appo.,.ntmentr the limitation of the acceptance of/- new patients, t e
wait in the physiCiants offices, the hours worked .by t-he physician, _

the number and type of aideS ethploYed, the basic 'fee, the number of .'
exarrining rooms; and the number of pa'tient visits. The forthcoming
BHM analysis, of these data is ,being directed at measuring the changes
in physician practices in relation "to the changes trr their market
environment,. Data *from the first cycle of these surveys have also,
been. combined with extensive data from other sources; including the
NCHS Health IntervieV'Survey,.to.give an extensive data 'set for the 22
largest k,3.., metropolitan areas. I L

. The American .Medic,a1 Association data base is increasingly° being .
provided for statistical purposes and it ,will probably be,posSible to .
obtain limited tabulations of data from the 'AMA Master File. This
file contains data on the physicians primary, secondary,, and -e'rtiary
specialty, his Board Certification status,, and his training, as wellas his age, sex, and location. -eInformation from the AMA analysis of
full-time 'equivalency by spedialtyv and data from the Periodid Surveys
oft Physicians might also be obtainable.' Finally, .preliniinary data,
from the RAND National Health Insurance Experiment may soon be 444
available. The Experiment utilizes a sample of the population in
selgcted areas with specified health insmce coverage. still
in the early stages of a:`five ye.ar data ecton effort, it might,
provide preliminary estimates of important factors affecting the.
demand fok care, such as the combined efforts, of incove arid insura.trce
coverage.and the role of worbidity'in the Creation of derriand-.

Curirit Estimates of ,Medical
Specialist Requirements'

.

Desp ite ,,the problems Outlined,above, requirements estimates for'
medical, specialists and other physicians. are being and have been-
developed, and many of th'em app#ar to serve'adequatell as indicators
of requirements. Howeverso estimates of total medical specialist
requirements have -been ,developed and are available :from only a limited
number` of sources, such as the project SOAR Model developed by-the
Manpower Analysis Branch, BHM. Some total physiciaii7estiniates are
available from /the Bureiu'of Labor ,Statistics. However(' an increasing
number of specialty-specific req- uirements estimates have been mlae'in
raecetilt years. Results, frcm some of these activities are presented
below.

SOAR ReqUirements Model4 The 'current, fi-rset generation requirements
model of the klanpower_Analysit Branch was originally developed, on a'
crash basis as part of project SOAR (Supply, Output and Requirements).

. ,It sought to respond to the question, ',How much ma-hpOyer will be
required by the future .health care system under certain ,specific

,;,- assumptions?A, ..',
...,-,,

1 )

tr
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eons-trained by -time, resources, and available data,. the developers
selected the .demographic projection method as the beet way, to respond
to immediate questions on futureimanpOwer.equitements. Using this''.
method in the SOAR requirements model, U.S.1 population -14.aget.ex, 4,

and income class was projected for 198D, '1985, and 1990. For each
pdpulation subgroup, a utilization rate s4 each 'of 18 types of care
(e.g., office visit, inpatient visit, nursing' home stay, etc.) was
estimated from the National Health InDerti Survey .(HIS), data. Based

of the total poplationls utilization ot car in each oon different assumptions as to what/ritiliza ion will bei,..tavojectiopopulation's
three

,, target years (1V30, 85, ,and 90) was obtained y cross-multipiying the
projected size of_each population subgroup by its, associated °

utilization rate. In' order to convert this to manpower requirements&
the number of manpower observed to be assoeiat d 'with each -(4 the 18
care types in the base- was compared to the afiount qf care . .

utilized in' that year (estimared by cross multi -lying pcipulation by
utilization rates) . This ratio was then multiplied -b '-the projedted -.-
utilization rates for 1980, 1985, and 1990. After: minor arier,metic .--f 1,--/
manipulation, the desired projections; bf manpower requirements
emerged. The specifiC medical speciaaties'included in the projecti-On
matrix are: Genekal care,, pediatric obstetrics/gyn6cology, a

ophthalmo,rogy, psychiatry, surgery, secondary specialisti and..."no.ncare" specialists. , ,

. , .t..
.

Making t'he simplifying assumption that eare'u.tilization and
protuctivity remain constant over time, 'the' SOAR Model has been used
to generate preliminaiy estimates of physician 'requirements by care
setting between 1970 and 1990. As, shown in the table beloir, overall
requirements for physicia of all types 'were projected tb increase
frorr 1970 to '1980 by aim t ,10 percent. In thig.period2, requiremetits
for allopathic' physicia were estimated to increase by 'more than 9
percent; general care ysicians by io. pere,,rrt , ophthalmologists by 16
percent; psychiatrists by =15 percent; surg. ns by,,7 percent; and

_- secondary specialists by ;11 percent.
. i,), , /

, ,
.

'The SOAR requirements model has also been used to assess:the short
term impact'of vatiou forms of National Health InsuranCe on -

requirements for health manpower. moat of the plans considered fore
analysis',.have been arch typa1 in nature; that is, corre4ponding. only

. 4.n general to specific legislative proposals in-Congress.' '
, 4 I .k e . '

Assubing the adoption in 1980 of a comprehensive NHI7plan representing
the middle ranges of most NHI bills;the following projections of '
requirements., for_ physicians from 1970 to 1980 have, beepmade; Overa'l
requirements for .Rhysicians were estimated. to increase by 23 Percent;

,
general care, physicians b.y 16 percent;. pediatricians by22 perceift.;.
OB/GYN care Jay 32 percent; psychiatrists by 30 pe'rcent; -sUrgeons. by 22

'"--"\- perOerit;=and,secondary specialists by 28 percent., The SOAR model is,
currently being revised and 'new, 'more detailed-estimates are, expected

.

6
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Estimated number of physicians in selered. care settings (1970) and projected requirements for 1980 by specialty

Physician specialty
-71.10".

Total
Medical
office

Short-term
hosital .

Long-term
hospital.

Vision
care'

All other.

1970

'1

1950 1970. 1980' 197.0 1980 1970 1980 1970 1980 1970 1980

.
... . ...

All physicians
&

Physphci n

General ,
f

Pediatric
m

Obstetrics/GynecolOgy
OphthalmoloPV
Psychiatry
Surgery...

.

Secondary specialist....
Noncare specialist

Physicians (0.0 )

322P5

'31045

.112305

17941

18876,

9927
23236i

68099
42243

- 18217

12000

.

353'394

340111

123734

17858
213

114/61
'26823 \,

72896
46840
19.091

13283

146641

136711

76138

10520
13 10 .

169

1383

3601

20990
--

'\930.

c.,

'1'65349

154245

84956
10142
16141

184

13956

3992
24874

11104

115316

113776

2M06
5242/
3977

1851

3432

61193
12435

5640

'1540

4

122501

12089.7

20878
5513
4 263

1984

3483

65599

13148

-6029

1604

13937

13797

8373
2/6

5148

140

16431

16267

9856
300

Mi

6111

MO. MO.

164

7603

7493

--
--

7493.

OW Ora

--

110

%,..

-9025

8894

8894

-- .

--

131

39348

39068

7789

1903
989

414

3273
3305
8818

12577

280

40088

39808

8044

1903
989

414,

3273

33Q5
8818

i3062

280

1

Source: Unpublished data from the Manpower Analysis Branc.b.

Note:
I 0

fAw none.

I.

\
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to be available in spring, 1977.
I

W
BLS Industry-Occupationa/l Matrix; The Bureau of Labor

4
Statistics ha

developed estimates in which the health service industry is viewed in
the context pf the, total economy and health manpower in fhe context of
the manpower stock required to produce all the goods and services

6
demanded by the commjlnity. This Matrix method estimates future
manpower requirements on the basis of ari Lndustry-occupatibnal
employment matKix that shows-the 'percent ,distribution'of an
occupation's employment by occupation. Given the total labor force,,,,,.
employment in each industry and 'each occupatiowl categbry in the
matrix is derived. 91.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projected the National Industry-
Occupational Eimployment Matrix to 1980 on the' basis of historical
trends, using various statistical and other analytic techniques. A-

number of states have also prepa,red industry-occupational matrices.'
However, the BLS industry-occupational employment matrix approach does
not break out projected. ingreases in the :number of physicians by
specialty or any other categoritation:- As derived from the matrix,
requirements for physicians (MD's and DO's)` are expected to increase
by 47 percent betyeen 1972 and 1985.

Medical Specialty Studies

As' stated earlier, during the 1970's a number of physician"manpower
studies were conduCted usually by or for 'spedialty societies. Slime of

the results of these studies ate described below.

An immediate 'shortage of orthopedists was defined by the American
Academy of Orthopedic SurgeOns. 31/ At the time of the study', the
ort,bopedist--populatiOn ratio was 1:43,0014. An optimal ratio decided.
upon by the Specialty was :22,000. Thus alnear:tdoublimg-Of-,

, orthoPediS1S.was recommended..
r c''' . .

The American Thoracic Society and the American College of Chest
physicians estimated 2,471 physicians in this specialty; 32/ an ,

additional, 4,327 would be required within two years to fulfil' ,

'physician manpower goals established by the protession. Th' would
raise the number of Pulmonary diiease physicians to 6,798, a 175
percent increase. The 'peirceived increasing, importance of chest
di ease morbidity and moetality was cited as the major reason for the

i

t 31/ American Acadeiy \f Orthopedic Surgeons. Op. cit.
'

32/ Manpower.Survw Committee of the American ThOracic Society and
the American College of Chest Physicians. OP.CIT

+It
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recommended aft increase of 4,600 (43 percent) in the number of
cardiologists, over the next five years.

_

The Atherican College of Radiology Task Force (34/) found that the
number'of diagnostic radiologists appeared adequate for U.S. needs and'
no reduction in the nuMber...of residents was indicated. HoweVer, a

*shortage of therapeutic radiologists was noted. with ja recommended
increase of 1,500-2,000 needed at preient. A shortage was also
believed to' exist in nuclear medicine with only half the number needed

.° currently .available. Additional future shortages of ,physicians in
pediatric radiology, cardiac radiology and vascular radiology were
cited if additional manpower were not attracted to these sub-

, ;specialties.

-35-

increase. P

411
(1

Adams and Mendenhall 03/) found that tale 1.0;691 cardiologists in
active practice in thb U.S. spent an average of about 50 percent of
their professional time in treating heart disease patients. They

At the time of the survey by, the American Council or Otolaryngology
(15/), 5.,584 physicians in the U.S. were otolaryngologists'. Qf this
total, 981 were residents. .Becauseqf increased demand" perceived
the pro.fession fort patient care in this specialty, it was estimated
that there was of immediatZ unmet need for 500 J114percent) additional
pfacticing otolaryniologiAs.

The National 'Thoracic Surgery ManpdVer'Study .(36/) 'identified 4,744
surgeons as practicing thoracic surgery. The study !concluded that the
replacement and distribution of thoracic surgeons .appeared adequate
under the then present system.

The SOSSUS (Study on Surgical Services for the United Statg.§) (32/)
. Manpower Subcommittee recommended a reduction in the number of

physiciant doing operations, to be achieved by a ,.eduction" in number
of surgical residents.

4

33/ Adams F.H. and Mendenhall 11'.C. 9p. cit.
_ -

34/ American College of Radiology ,Task Force on Manpower and
Facilities. Op. cit.

35/ The American Coundll f Otolaryngology: .Manpower aesdurceliand I/

Needs in Annak'of Otology,. Rhinology and:, _

Otolaryngology. 85-0AR Supplement 24, Part 2, January-February 1976.
.

36/ arewer L.A., E uson J.B..-et. al. ol5:. cit.

37/ Silidy on Surgical Services for theUnited States! -Op. cit.
r .
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The_Subcommittee for Training of the Committee for Radiation- Zherau
Studies (38/) found that the increased utilizatibn of radiation
therapy techniques and a changing pattern in practice of radiology
indicated an increased need for raidiation therapists. The

I. Subcommittee estimated that 2,080 4u11-time radiation therapists were
needed, based on the WHO definition of maximum acceptable /case load
for a clinicIl radiation therapist practicing' in an ideal setting. .

, 14
The American Academy of,. Dermatology (3J) estimated deficit of
deriatologists per 100,000_population, or about 2,300 more- than the
national total of 4,500.

c/'
VII., Development of a -Re'search Strategy

,

The task of develoPing improved requirements projections is
exceedingly complex and has many facets. The'present state-of-the-art
in requirements analysis is that the problems and compIicatiqns of

*'Understandiny the health care system are becoming apparent, while
methodologies and data sources to do.so are in rudimentary stages of
development. We have begun to underptand the degree of interaction of
components of the health care systemi and we have 'a tentative
undeistandinq of,,kow some of thege interrelationships may function.
The quantifiCations of these relationships are,for thimost part still
very crude, however. -This, together with the precariousness

. associated with any forecast of the future, means that any
requirements analyses will necessarily contain'a high degree of
ances.tainty. Adequate estimation of requirements for medical
speCialiits also necessitates important norillative judgments lOich
cannot be adequately supported .by present knowledge. While it.is
.petlaps,possible to identify extreme conditions where floverdoOtoring"
or surpluses of particular specialties exist or where obvious
"underdoctoring" and shortages exist, these'identifications are far
simpler than identification of the "proper"Amount of care that should
.be available: T,o idediff the level of care,that is undesirable, all

a that is required is a deMonstration that the situation is worse than
sorre standard that all can agree is undesirable. To identify a

-desirable level of care, 'on,'the other hand, reqUires consideration of
all the issues associated with possible choices between cost,
benefits, and social equity. Whd is to decide what is the most
desirable amount of services? With health insurance increasingly
reducing the economic basis for ddcisions on the "worth" of health
care, how ,best cana,wvalid social decision be made on the alloqation

38/ The. Subcommittee for Training of the Committee_for Radiation.
Therapy Studies. Crisis in Radiation Therapy and Pactice Final
report to National, Cancer Institute, September 1972 P

32/ Krasner M., Ramsy D. 1. ef..al. Op. cit.
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of resources to health care versus other social goalsi The underlying
problem is that we have 116 good measure of "acceptable" health
care--nor is there an obvious, agreed-upon basis for deciding how it
should, be determined:

the Roles of Short and Long-Term Analysis

Long-term analysis permits the development of analytic capability, the
collection of data and the conducting of .studies to quantify. important.
factors that are currently highly uncertain. BecauSe solid research
and collection of data require several year's, short-term analysis
using only existing resooiFes over eighteenmonths to two years must
be Mounted; ong-term efforts by. their very nature generally must
extend well beyond that time frame.

For long-term efforts to te.targeted and effective, it is.mplortant
that the general design of the methodology,in.which the results are to
be used provide the basis for selecting the lo.ng-term research.
Ideally, this should be a-single analytic methodology which can
adequately serve short-term needs and is adaptable to elaboration and
refinement as the greater capabilities of,the long-term research
efforts -are realized. Although this is not often feasible, it is
nonetheless desirable.that bdth short and long7termtesearch be -

thought of as a Coherent whole. Beyond permitting. closer targeting of
long-term research, integration of short and ldng-term efforts

r provides a rationale for more Cau us and conservative short, -term
policy action.

An important part of asshort-term research strategy is to addzess
immediately the many factors which affect specialty and graduate

\medical education requirements.. While the preceding sections of this
paper have primarily emphasized the variety and complexity of some of
the major issues and difflculties associated ,with their
quantification, they have hopefully also shown the need for explicit
*treatment and consideration of the sensitivity of analyses to the
uncertainties-present in their components. This not only proVides a
.basis for judgingthe...importance of possible long-terp research, but
_ *

11.

k ,
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giyes some' insights into the extent to' which it may be presently
possible to make policy decisions to change the structure of graduate

education. In the short-term, policy action can still address
what arriudged to be undesirable specialty configurations. That is,
without attempting a final, 'defiletive identificatiOn of what is
desirablelledical care, situations that' clearly are not-desirable can
be identified and addressed. ,

In view of the uncertainty in requirements quantification, perhaps a
_reasonable ultimate objective of a new improved' requirements
methodology might be the development of a graduate medical'education
strategy, rather than provision of definitive quantitative answers for
years ahead. This becomes possible even ,withhigh degrees of
uncertainty in the analysis.

The struc ring of_an Analytic Approach

The str uring of an analytic approach reciuires,1) a decision on
whether to use a single model or several component models and 2) a
decision on what elements to include in the quantification. Single
models with ut severable components are often necessary because the
-interrelationship of the factors to be analyzed prohibits analysis of
one section of the problem at_a time. 'However, this type of model has
one very serious disadvantage--i,t unclear just what is happening
within the model. Because clarity is very important to the evaluation
and acceptance of an analysii it is generally desirable to sever the !

analysis into a number of component parts, if possjle, thus
permitting each component to become clearer and more comprehensible.
In the case'of graduatd medical education requirements, it is pr6bably
more sound theoretically to .treat the 'problem as a single entity, -.
since the supply and demand for specialty care undoubtedly equilibrate
in a market context. And, the shortage of one specialty tends to
reduce patient demand for that specialty through rising prices and
long waits tor care, and increase deMands for other specialties.
practical sense, however, it is highly unlikely that such interactions
can be'quantified,in the immediate future, and'Ig-therefore would_be
better to subdivide a less realistic methodolo.0 into ,component models
for the- purposes of clarity. 11,

The first decision on the elements of the quantification should be
tied to its objective. °While the care'needs of.the population is an
,imestailt cpncept to consider, future medical specialty requirements
:§haulatreflect the care that will actually be sought. Primary
emphasi:s should be an estimating care demands, although care needs
should be considered 4s a partial determinant of probable demand
levels. While the effect of care on health status could 'provide an
ultimate goal for specialist requirements estimates, this is an
unrealizable ideal at this time.
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. Similarly, the quantification needs to be in terms 'of the
characteristics of the health care System that will' actually exist in
the'fUture. To omit an important element due to `quantification
difficulties is to assume that it will Piave no appreciablq impact.
Unless this is thought to be the case, exclusion can createsa -greater
error than inclusioyt, particularly when inclusion is expressed as a.
range of possibilities. The approach thus should address such care '
demand factors as the existence of a prkSent shortage, changes lie '

p

....,telli

oPulation'S size and c pOsTtion, potential changes in the
population's health s , tus and need fOr'_care, and changes In he-'
practice Of specialties including aides -and workhofts, interspecialty
overlaps in services provided,wthe impact-of group practices, and
legal constraints, among ethers. -

The l&st important group of decisions' that is needed relates to he
units of quantificatiOn to be used. Here, the most ieasible unit will
probably be patient visit volume because of the ways in which data are
co l=ed. One useful adjustment might:be to allow for differences
betty viSits in terms_of time or skill required. An alternative
might be to use fees or dollar charges to reflect these differences,
although there are a number of possible contaminating ,factors that
might enter into fee differences that would not be desired in the
quantific4eion of utilization. Another alternatife that could be.
investigated is the potential, weighting of utilization to reflect the
apkrOpriateneSs or desirability of the care utilization as a partial
approach to the issue of, care "quality". For instance, different
weights might be assigned to care provided by a board certified
specialist, a non- certified specialAst, and'a specialist providing,
care outside of his specialty:

DeveloptLnt'oflan IllustrAtive Methodology
,..

,
.

.

The methodology described below, !developed especially for GMENAC's
consideration, is presented' as a simplified illustration of how one
might go about de'veloping a methoddiogical design that attempted to
minimize known problems, and is not_ intended as a recommended
methodology, -Since GMENAC may find.it dseful to design its own
Methodoldgyi the purpose 'of the example -is only to provide insight
.intc the process, not to develop a specific model.

V.

As indicated-earlier,above, a statement of the Objectives of the
demonstration model is crucial. NIn this case, the model perhaps
should:- 1) Permit ,easy expression 6f td many important factors
discussed above; 2) Permit use of existing fa while.still being
'amenable to improvement as better data become available; 3), Focus'
,attention on alternative policies rather than pbint to a single
definitive answer; and 4). Provide a clear and not overly technica'l
model that can be understood and fol=lowed easily.
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The early conceptualization of the model' would consist of weighing data
and knowledgeflitiitations and poSsible an,aly4fC approaches in view of
is stated objectives. :The components of the over-all problem ate
population care requirements, their translation into specialistr -.
requirements, and the development of possible GME configurations. For
most accurate portrayal ofthe highly interactive health cay.e system,-
a single interactive model without,severable components would be
required; however, a single equilibrating model is not possible at the
level of. detail of individual, specialties and bwill not be available
for some time.

0-The best structure for the population care requilemepts component
would appear to be' some type of utilization model. The populdtion 0

would 'be divided into groups by their important' characteristics
(certainly age, sex, and income,.andposSdbly other characteristicS,
such as the presence of a chronic disease)and present utiliza in
patient visits estimated for the different specialties th prtvid.e

patient care. Other specialties would be esti separate
model, perhaps b their relationship to patient care specialties.
The population wou be forecast a preliminary patient care'-
requirement obtained. rs that affeat patient care
requirements would then be separately quantified as percentage changeS
in Care requirements for individual population groups and entered into
the model as ratio factors. The advantage of thapproach is, that
the impact of each of the factors is determined independently and .it
is thus clear just what is occurring within the model. Instead of
patient visits for units, dollar.utilization or specialist hours Could
be used. #k

f_
Several notes of caution are required here,mhowever. The seemingly
simple step:ol.corecasting the population .is quite difficult,. _A----

-k

particularly when income is introduced. This step shohld be ----------L.

determined before much work is done in other area's becAu-Seld-fthis ', -

difficulty. It should also be realized the' when income is includedd-
thq.shift of population to higher income groups infers that the future
population,will take cn the characteristics.of4those.higher income
groups--that i they will be less ill than the poorer populations,
but will have higher utilization-in proportion to their morbidity.
Better care or the population' is thus implied by this incomeishitt.,

The analys s of the'faqtors affecting the population's requirements
for care ould begin viith an evaluation'of whether then it is A current
(base-yea ) shortage of the specialty that may be supprssing

I ^

utilizat on levels. There .s ,no irrefutable measure that proves this
is so, ut there are a number of indicators that need to be examined
furtle ./ Sates of'tee increases, the proportion of a particular type
Cf specAlty care that is also -provided by other specialists, the
demand for residency training, and waits for appointMentslcan be r. ' .

sugg4tive of shortages, and tither measures undoubtedly exist.
/

,
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Professional judgment supported by inform tion on these measure's,could'
. be .the best way to quant4fy this, and seve I alternative series of

estimates should be employed.

Since the effects af income could be present in the preliminary
quantification above, only two economic effects might be wort .

consideration in this filustiative Model' One is the effect 'of
" changes in 'health insurance, particular) the possibility of enactment

of-National Health nsUrance. A simple. ecanometric type analysis
utilizing alternative existing estimat s of elasticity' of demand or
the simple adaptation of results from existingstudies could quantify
this factor. Th1E/second is the.effec of changes in. access to care.

'If maldistribution problems are succe fully Addressed 'over, the next
decade, that part of the population now faces access.prolilems
.that limit care utilization would not x erience as great problems in
'the future and would .increase their ut li Lion. A possible
quantification ,of thiswould be a oom arison of matched populatiys
that differ. in accessibility to care nd the estimation of
percentage increase that was associat d with better' access.
some consideration should be given to changes in morbidity and:.:hb4.*10
care technology.thatmight caise shifts.ip the demand, for special"'sts,
such.as changes in the incidence of cancer.

In the translation of care requirements intO,regUirements,lbr.

Recia
differ

y dan be treated in much.the same the estimation c$

tt specraiies,,the factors affecting productivity in each
s
care requirements. The emkloyment of aides,:1)0ours Of/ work, the ;Tate
of work,. and the effects of group practice trends can be introduced 'as
modificatiOns to a base-year production.of.,dare for each specialty,

.

. It is important hete, as well as-in the.e.stimation of care -

requirements above, to forecast these effects with as ,little reliance
upon past utilization_trends as possible. Otherwise,.the error
mentioned earlier in the discussion of trend forecasting would occur.

At this point, the methodology would have provided an estimate of the
' specialty care required'In service terms,-which.mus\t then be
'translated into manpqwe0 lioweyer*, the question of interspedialty
overlaps in the provision of the services then aFises. It is known
that specialists fregueqtly provide care services outside of their'

. designated specialty, and it may be deSirable to re-alloCate At least
some of these.cross-spedialty services to the proper specialty. At
the same time, an actual shi.tt of this type in the real world cannot
be made quickly.' Putthermore, a change in one 'specialty causes shifts
in the work-loads of other specialtiet in a cascading fashion. Thus,
the best4approdh for thiS'type of complex, interactive situation
would seem to be an "optimizing" model. Such a model would take the
total requirement for specialty services by type, the initial mix of
service provision, the possible rate of change in decreasing
cross-specialty service provision, and the measures ofthe
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desirability of each specialty' providing a given type of, specialty
service, and solvg the problem 0.yeh'the constraints. and,the;values

. place' upon cross-specialty ,care4provision.

The'optimizing model is also the loginCchoice for the third major-
component, the translation OfIspecialist requirements into the "best".

AGME configuration. 40/ ,Here the base inputs would be the desieed
specialist supply .for ea4 future year, the expected .surviving
.specia.lists for_those years from thosenow practiing, and the initial
GME.configuration. The constraints would take the form of maximum -.

rates of increase and decrease for GME programs. The optimizing
function would have to specify the values to be,associated with
opening or closing a GME place and with having too many or too few of
a s ecialty in anyt given year. To obtain a solution, the model would
also have to be given a basis' for comparing the cost of missing the
targe specialty mix as opposed to 'the:cost of disrupting the GME I
system through and closing training positionS'. Whefe the
previous, optimizing odel determined the specialist requirement for
each year based upon computing a "value scorm" for that year, this
optimizing model would, determine'the best GME configuration for each
year based up-o the value score for all years., That is, it would
determine the best SolutiOn for the whole time period.

'While the above illustrative methodology has been prbseqed as if it
were a single qutntification, its actual use'wouldftebased.upon
repeatedanalysisOf each coMponent to reflect the uncertainty of the
quantifications 'and to estimate the sensitivity of the complete yr

methodolOy to various assumptions. In'eaCh step.of the analysi77a
wide range of solutionS would be obtained and the more important,
.reasonable and acceptable alterpative solutions would be used as .

inputs to the next step. a

. , .

It shouidbe re-emphasized that this is an iliustrative.methoaoiogy,
based only upon minimal consideration of the prOblems.that undotibtedly;
be encountered in its actual okeration. GMENAC will obviously,..K,ish
to consider the alternatives more:fully. If resources and time
permit, it might be adv*iiable to develop a second quantification
utilizing a quite different analytic approach. Although not teslited
enough for use as a primary approach, Systems Dyngmics (described',
earlier) suggests itself for this.role.- It is an equililAating,
single -model approach that would provide .a check upon a segmented.

-

40/ While. these two optimizing models could be combined into.a sieugle
model with a mixed utility function, such models are .more complex and
'there is the more serious concern that the clarity of the analysis
would be greatly reduced, With two small models it is much` less
difficult-to understand just Oat is occurring and to check, for

\reasonableness.
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model and would adapt to high _uncertainty well enough to be
raehieyable. .

Conclusion

if AlthOugh this paper has dwelt! upon the specifics of manpower ,

. __-

feguirements estimation and projection, and hash. em the
di ficulties and complexities involved, the positive aspects of the `

GNSNAC task deserve brief mention. The task is as difficult as it is
beeause° there has be'en no coordinated, focused data collection and

6-- analysis program.. In recent years, knowledge of /the .hedlth care , .

system has increased sulAtantialZy and it Is nowibein seen and '
understood.in greater detail than ever before. -4. very /important paft---
of the '6 MENAC effort will be in the extended sense of purpose and
direction that it can provide to the continuing efforts to better
understand the forces at work. If th'e Nation is to be better able to .

develop reasonable health policies in the future', it will be because
long -term direction and developmental priorities arebeing considered
and developed now. Data and analytic' capability are (ley-eloped 9n1
over the course of many years' and it is too late to, /begin- the-effort
when,policy dssues need immediate resolution.

T.he other positive aspect of the GMCNAC task is the opportunity it
presents. tootarget more adequately the emphasis .of policy analysis.
In the past, policy analysis ,;has not recogelzed he impoRiance :of
uncertainty and the need-to address..Strateies fOr dealing with lack
of firm knowledge: Similarly, there has been a tendency in the past
to talk in terms of simple shortages. and' surpluss obscuring the .

choices' between altern4tive policies, -each -with, some desirable
' features. It is hoped that- the GdES AC .will help to change the

situation.
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